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STATUS OF THE NLO CORRECTIONSTO THE PHOTON IMPACT FACTOR�Stefan GiesekeyUniversity of Cambridge, Cavendish LaboratoryMadingley Road, Cambridge CB3 0HE, United Kingdom(Reeived June 21, 2002)We present the status of the programme of alulating the next-to-leadingorder orretions to the virtual photon impat fator. In partiular, wedisuss new results for the transversely polarized photon. We brie�y outlinethe de�nition of infrared �nite terms and the subtration of the leadinglogarithmi parts.PACS numbers: 12.38.Bx, 14.70.Bh1. IntrodutionThe total ross setion for the sattering of two highly virtual photons,having virtualities Q21 and Q22 at large entre-of-mass energy s (s� Q21; Q22)is an exellent testing ground for the appliability of perturbative QCD inthe Regge limit [1, 2℄. If the energy is high enough to expet the validity ofthe Regge limit but not too high in order to suppress unitarity orretionswe expet the �� ross setion to be desribed by the BFKL [3℄ equation.Besides �� sattering we are interested in understanding the �p rosssetion or the struture funtion F2(x;Q2) at small values of x = Q2=s.At large values of Q2 we an desribe the ontribution from the photonside in perturbation theory, whih might allow us to get insight into thenon-perturbative nature of the proton. Furthermore, we are able to studythe interplay between the hard and the soft pomeron from the point ofview of perturbative QCD. In addition, we may fore a situation that isbelieved to be purely perturbative in �p sattering as well when we onsider� Presented at the X International Workshop on Deep Inelasti Sattering (DIS2002)Craow, Poland, 30 April�4 May, 2002.y Supported by the EU TMR-Network �QCD and the Deep Struture of ElementaryPartiles�, ontrat number FMRX-CT98-0194 (DG 12-MIHT).(2873)



2874 S. Giesekethe prodution of forward jets at HERA [4, 5℄, similar to the prodution ofMueller�Navelet jets in pp sattering [6℄. The oupling of the BFKL ladderto the relevant jet prodution vertex at NLO is urrently under study [7℄.To leading logarithmi auray (LLA) the predited ross setion, basedon the BFKL equation, rises too quikly with inreasing s. The situationis very di�erent at NLO. The alulation of NLO orretions to the BFKLKernel was initiated in [8℄ and �nally ompleted in [9, 10℄. The orretionswere �rst seen to be very large. However, their size is under ontrol whenadditional ollinear logarithms are taken into aount [11, 12℄ or when thekinematial onditions are fored to avoid these extra logarithms (rapidityvetoes) [13, 14℄. The NLO orretions tend to lower the power rise of rosssetions to values that seem to be ompatible with the data [15, 16℄. Thesestudies, however, an at best be viewed as an estimate of higher order orre-tions sine they do not take are of higher order orretions to the ouplingbetween external partiles, virtual photons in the �� ase, and the NLOBFKL ladder.In order to make reliable preditions, being onsistent to NLO, the NLOorretions to the oupling of virtual photons to the exhanged BFKL lad-der, desribed by the impat fator, has to be taken into aount. Theseorretions are urrently under study [17�19℄ and the status of this work isreviewed in this ontribution.2. The alulational programmeWe fous our disussion on the example of �� sattering whih mayserve as the anonial example for a sattering proess in perturbative QCDat very high energy. As a result of Regge fatorization, always assumedat very high energy, we an write down the total ross setion for ��sattering as (f. Fig. 1) Q21 Q21
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� �Fig. 1. Regge fatorization of the �� sattering proess.
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 �� ; (1)where G!(r2; r02; s0) is the Green's funtion for the exhange of two reggeizedgluons, projeted into the olour singlet state, obtained as a solution of the(NLO) BFKL equation. �� is the impat fator for virtual photons underdisussion. At leading order, this impat fator (Fig. 2) is alulated fromut quark box diagrams: the virtual photon splits into a q�q-pair and thereggeized gluons from the t-hannel ouple to the q�q pair in all possibleways. At NLO we have virtual orretions to the leading order diagrams�� = Q2 Q28A 8A�(r2; Q2; s0)� �
r2 r2Fig. 2. The � impat fator.as well as ontributions with an additional gluon in the intermediate state(Fig. 3) and the impat fator at NLO would look like�(1)� = Z dM2q�q2� d�q�q 2Re� (1)�!q�q� (0)�!q�q + Z dM2q�qg2� d�q�qg ���� (0)�!q�qg���2 : (2)The terms � (0)�!q�q, � (1)�!q�q and � (0)�!q�qg are the partile�partile�reggeonverties that naturally appear at amplitude level as a result of Regge fator-ization. dM2i and d�i denote the invariant mass and the phase spae of therespetive intermediate states i = q�q; q�qg.1 loop1 tree0(a) 0tree0tree(b)

Fig. 3. Contributions to the �-impat fator at NLO.The virtual orretions � (1)�!q�q have been alulated in [17℄. We haveexpressed all loop integrals in analyti form as an expansion in " = (4�D)=2,quite in ontrast to [20℄ where all integrals are kept as they are. For thereal orretions, we onsidered the square of the partile�reggeon vertexj� (0)�!q�qgj2, whih has been alulated in [18℄ for longitudinally polarised



2876 S. Giesekevirtual photons. In [19℄ we omplete the real orretions by adding theontributions from transversely polarised photons. The real orretions havebeen onsidered in [21℄ as well, but not in a very suitable form for the taskof �nally evaluating the impat fator.However, alulating the amplitudes as they are does not quite ompletethe task. The individual ontributions are still infrared divergent and haveto be ombined in order to get the expeted anellation that has beenshown previously [22℄. At the same time, one has to onsider the subtrationof leading logarithmi terms. These are present in the virtual orretionsand proportional to the well-known LLA gluon trajetory funtion. In thereal ontribution to the impat fator they arise as the additional gluonis emitted with a large rapidity separation to the q�q-pair. Both of theseLLA-terms are individually infrared divergent as well as the emitted gluonbeomes soft. In [19℄ we have extrated the infrared divergent ontributionsfrom real and virtual orretions and de�ned suitable subtration terms.The di�erene of our result and the respetive subtration term is �niteupon integration over the gluon phase spae. Re-adding the subtratedterms with the integrations over the gluon phase spae performed, expliitlyallows us to exhibit the infrared divergenes and anel them suessfullyagainst those from the virtual orretions. The subtration of the leadinglogarithmi terms indues a sale s0 whih an be translated into a rapidityuto� beyond whih the emitted gluon will belong to the leading logarithmiterm. However, sine the partiular hoie of this sale is arbitrary, the NLLimpat fators will depend on it. This dependene was irrelevant at LLA,sine a hange in the saleln ss0 = ln ss1 + ln s1s0 = ln ss1 +NLLA (3)is of higher order w.r.t. the LLA. These NLLA terms are now taken are ofand may be phenomenologially important.3. Outlook and onlusionsBesides the above disussion of the NLO impat fator, our alulationshave the potential to give further insight into the photon wave funtionpiture. This piture, in onjuntion with the saturation model has beenapplied suessfully to the desription of both deep-inelasti and di�rativesattering ross setions at HERA, e.g. [23,24℄. First steps in this diretionhave been done in [18℄, showing that an extension of the urrent piture toa higher q�qg Fok-state of the virtual photon is in priniple possible. Furthersteps in this diretion inlude a onsistent treatment of infrared divergenesin on�guration spae and remain to be done.
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